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Introduction
Regionally and globally, Iran has been one of the most remarkable international actors. Due to its geopolitical location, it attracted the attentions of the great powers during the Cold War. By the Islamic Revolution, it had opened a new chapter in its international relations. The foreign policy (FP) perspective of Iran came under scrutiny once again by the nuclear revelations. The Arab Spring wave intensified the role Iran plays in the region, which reached its climax with the Syria crisis. Iran is "a fiercely independent and defiant player" 1 that wants to be an engaged actor in regional and global politics. Due to the multiplicity of dualities in many levels, Iran is a challenging case for FP analysis.
The existing literature analyzing Iran's FP piles upon three episodes of the Islamic Republic. The recent literature is built upon Iran's regional role, its power balancing vis-à-vis regional actors like Saudi Arabia or vis-à-vis global powers. Former studies focus on Iran's nuclear aspirations, and the third study group is concerned with the revolutionary FP. As expressed by Zaccara, Iran's FP is widely seen as "irrational and unpredictable" and explained by "the radicalism of its principles and objectives, and the opaqueness of the internal decision-making mechanisms".
2 To determine which structural dynamics shape Iran's FP, and to sort out how to explain Iran's behavior on the international platform, this article applies the conceptual framework presented by neoclassical realism, which takes both Tuğba Bayar, PhD., Instructor, Department of International Relations, Bilkent University, Ankara. Email: tugba.bayar@bilkent. edu.tr. 1 religious hierarchy and parliamentary democracy together for decision making that constitutes a unique administrative impact on Iranian FP. 12 Constructivist scholars like Karimifard underline the significance of the national identity by discussing that Iran's perception of other states influences their FP and orientation. 13 Akbarzadeh and Barry similarly argue that Iran's FP choices rest upon Iranism, Islam and Shi'ism. 14 There is yet another group of work that attempts to interpret Iranian FP through its relations and conflicts with the U.S. and/or Israel by adopting a strategic perspective. The literature partially fails to reflect the complexity of Iran's FP that is a combination of the aforementioned determinants that partially contradict each other. Yet each FP determinant kicks in either at different levels or under particular conditions. This study is an attempt to draw a framework that encloses Iran's strategic concerns, regional and global influences and normative factors. The framework holds that both systemic and domestic factors shape Iranian FP; however, in diverse contexts.
Neoclassical Realism
Neoclassical realism (NCR) provides the most appropriate conjectural infrastructure to analyze Iranian FP since it is deliberately designed as a theory of FP, rather than as a theory of international politics. Theories of international politics intend to explain states' behavior at the international level. 15 This article seeks to explore the general configuration of Iranian FP rather than the outcomes of Iran's interactions with other states. As stated by Waltz, theories of FP explain "why states similarly placed in a system behave in different ways. Differences in behavior arise from differences of internal composition".
16 NCR provides scholars flexibility through unit level variables (domestic political constraints, decisions makers' perceptions, etc.) to determine the FP identity of one state. 17 Concordantly, this study analyses domestic determinants, as well as international setting. Being a member of the realist school, NCR is built upon classical realism and neorealism. Both assume that the global system is anarchical; therefore, states adopt the self-help doctrine for security and defense reasons. The security dilemma locks states into a search for power. At this point, neoclassical realists differ from classical realists; the latter assume that power is the ultimate aim, but in NCR, power is a tool. The ultimate aim is consolidation of security and fulfillment of interests in the international arena. NCR argues that domestic ideas and politics contribute to the degree of power. The emphasis on internal factors can be traced back to classical realism, for which internal structures of states are reflected on to the FP. NCR integrates the core concept of constructivism by arguing that power is also rooted in national identity. 18 Liberalism's ideational variables and state and society relations are not excluded. The integration of constructivist and liberal elements do not isolate NCR from the realist school.
NCR allows FP examination with a multi-level approach by uniting the micro-level and macro-level units and applying them with a systematic method. 19 The realist tradition disagrees that FP has roots in domestic politics. 20 In contrast with realism, Innenpolitik theories include domestic factors like ideology, national identity, party politics, social or economic structure into FP analysis. 21 In a similar way, democratic peace theory proposes that the distribution of political power among the inland democratic institutions prevents democratic systems waging wars against each other.
22
For NCR, privileging one of the internal or external dynamics results in oversimplified explanations that are inaccurate.
23 Instead, the most important factor in determining FP behavior is relative power. 24 The systemic pressures must be filtered through the perceptions of the decision makers to formulate a FP. 25 The ability of a government 'to extract and direct the resources of their societies' 26 is another significant intervening variable for NCR. This capability is referred to as state power and interpreted as a significant portion of national power. The interests, resources, identity construction and understanding of prestige of a state are all factors that influence threat perception of a government. The assessment shall not ignore the civil-military relations, public/elite belief systems or organizational politics that influence the threat-assessment capacity of a state.
27
The methodological perspective is built upon determining the independent intervening and dependent variables that reside at diverse levels of analysis. Historical case analysis is the most significant methodological component to determine the aforementioned variables. Various cases, processes and periods are examined. The aim is to ascertain the independent and intervening parameters and examine whether they have influenced the dependent variable (the FP) for change or continuity.
28
19 While addressing the micro-level examination, it is necessary to clarify three core concepts specific to Iran: the state, the regime and the government. In this article, the term state refers to the international legal definition that is about the territorial band with the population living on it; the term regime refers to the political system established by the Islamic Revolution. This is a complex system based on councils led by mullahs (religious clerics) that compose representatives, who are not popularly elected by the people. The Supreme Leader (rahbar) is elected by the Assembly of Experts, as stated by the §107 of Iran's constitution. The regime is led by the Rahbar. The §110 of the constitution holds that the main function of the Rahbar is to delineate the general policies with the values of the Islamic Republic and with religion. As for the government, it is popularly elected and composed of the president (who is elected for a term of four years and forms a cabinet) and the legislature, which is the parliament (majlis) composed of the popularly elected members; and also the Guardian Council of the Constitution, whose six members are directly appointed by the rahbar and other six members are nominated by the head of justice and approved through voting by the majlis. The national interests are represented by the state; the interests of the regime are represented by the Supreme Leader. The interests that are represented by the government may differ from one to another depending upon their orientation. 20 23 Rose, "Neoclassical Realism," 150. 24 The key independent variable, the relative power, necessitates a definition. The definition coined Dahl "A's ability to get B to do something it would not otherwise do" (Robert A. Dahl, "The Concept of Power," Systems Research and Behavioral Science 2, no. 3 (1957): 202-3.) is the one that is most commonly referred to, which is however also still abstract to measure and to operationalize. Dahl's definition is a reference mostly for soft power. On the other hand, the power definition of Wohlforth "the capabilities of resources, mainly military, with which states can influence each other" (William Curti Wohlforth, The Elusive Balance: Power and perceptions during the Cold War (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1993), 4.) is a reference to hard power that is more functional to operate by balance of power and balance of threat theories. For power balancing two elements are counted in: the physical capacities of the states, and the individual perceptions of threat. The foreign behavior of a state is a result of decisions made by real human beings. The decisions are determined by subjective insights or the values, norms, rules, and principles of that state. The relative power is a concept that is mainly related with survival, which indicates hard power capabilities. Still, it does not exclude soft power elements. 25 Rose, "Neoclassical Realism," 157-61. 26 Rose, "Neoclassical Realism," 162. 27 Lobell, Ripsman, Taliaferro, Neoclassical Realism, 63. 28 Lobell, Ripsman, Taliaferro, Neoclassical Realism, chap. 5.
Systemic Factors
The adherents of NCR argue that the FP of a country is directly affected by its relative power. Therefore, systemic influences are the foremost independent variables of FP. When threats appear, states look for balancing that threat, yet balancing is not an immediate reaction. Security seeking is necessary, but not a tense activity. States are willing to increase their influence to be effective in controlling the architecture of their environment. Iran has been living in a security complex since the Operation Ajax of 1953. Iran's FP is coded to answer the power balance vis-à-vis global and regional rivals. Its geopolitical location creates both security threats and strategic opportunities. Scholars discuss that Iran's drive to become a regional power is one of the most important developments of the 21 st century.
29 However, they argue that Iran's behavior is not compatible with systemic and regional restrictions, and so, hinders it from becoming a regional leader. In order to adjust its interactions, a state has to realize and assess the actual environment it encounters. It has to weigh its geopolitical environment to resolve which power to deploy where, and to what extent. Hinnebusch and Ehteshami reflect that Iran is a "middle regional power" which is "playing the realist game" vis-à-vis great powers that are highly penetrant to the policies of the region, and have a better deterrence capacity as compared to lesser powers. 
Geopolitics
The Shia Crescent ideal is at the heart of Iran's geopolitics. This ideal is based upon the ShiaSunni power sharing competition in the region. It is Iran's attempt to balance the great power existence in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA); Iran's arc of influence enables it in realizing ideological and pragmatic goals at a time. Religious and cultural ties ensure Iran's active presence in the region. Hosni Mobarak states that Shias "across the Middle East are more loyal to Iran than to their own countries".
31 For Barzegar, this speech also signifies "how much Arab elite are concerned by the Iranian Shiite influence upon the average people in their countries". 32 Iran's balancing against Saddam precluded potential tensions with the states of the Persian Gulf for a long time. Today, Iran's extensive influence in Iraq marks new geopolitical confrontations: the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) and Iran today remain face to face, and Lebanon is within easy reach of Iran through Syria. If the crescent strategy functions properly, Iran will have a power advantage at multiple levels. It will have the tools to dictate policies on regional issues be it energy politics, economy, containing Israel or the Sunni rival, Saudi Arabia. Iran fails to balance against American military power; however, it narrows the gap through its enhanced political influence in the region. Iran will ensure regional hegemony when it can consolidate its power in Syria, and bridge through Hezbollah its influence in Lebanon. As a result, Iran will be able to intervene in the Arab-Israeli conflict through geographical proximity to Hamas. This connection also constitutes the basis of Iran's confrontation with Israel, and indirectly with the U.S. The operational capability of Iran is enabled via the Lebanese Hezbollah and the Quds Force of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC). Additionally, Iran provides support for the Badr Brigades in Iraq, and Hamas and Islamic Jihad in Palestine. As for the remote edges of the region like the Red Sea and Yemen, Iran opts for sponsoring Shia communities for operational capabilities. Iran's one other significant neighbor is Turkey. Both countries are striving for regional hegemony, although Turkey is not within the Shia crescent and Iran is not trying to extend its influence to Turkey. Ankara and Tehran encounter each other in Syria though the parties are not hostile; they keep up their diplomatic dialogue and even cooperate to solve the Syrian crisis.
33
Iran's geopolitics rest upon maintaining security and stretching power through manipulating sectarian fissures and balancing against Israel, Saudi Arabia and the U.S. A fragile economy, insufficient military capacity, regional and international mistrust as well as a complicated FP (due to a mixture of idealism and pragmatism) are the basic impediments before Iranian geopolitics.
Security and balance of power
Historical adverse experiences have left a 'permanent scar on the Iranian psyche.'
34 Living in an unstable neighborhood, having non-NPT nuclear states in the close geography (Pakistan and India), having hostile regimes who have faced military invasion as neighbors (Taliban and Saddam), living close to near-failed neighbors (Pakistan and Afghanistan) and having politically dependent neighbors in the Persian Gulf, all combined with a general dissatisfaction with authoritarian regimes in the region, create stress on Iran's FP calculations. Regional rivalries, aspirations for hegemony and the aforementioned security threats are the basis of Iran's balance of power policy. 35 As Ramazani reminds, balancing revolutionary ideology with the pragmatism of power balancing "has been one of the most persistent, intricate, and difficult issues in all Iranian history".
36
In regards to recent conduct, the initial security problem was created as a result of the U.S. invasions sparked by the War on Terror initiative and the preemption doctrine of the Bush government. Although Khatami has opted for cooperation, the axis of evil label (created by the U.S.) has raised perceptions of coercion, isolation and alienation as well as concerns over regime change. In order to balance against the U.S., Iran started to pursue an opaqueness policy in its nuclear development. While rejecting claims about its nuclear intentions, Iran kept the nature of its nuclear activities ambiguous by not ratifying the additional protocol of the NPT, and in providing partial access to the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) inspectors. This was a way of challenging the U.S. in non-military ways and indicating the possibility of prospective military action. 37 Kamrava stresses that ideology is the basis of Iranian politics, though the FP and national security issues are a direct product of the pragmatic balance of power considerations.
38
The material capabilities of Iran are limited to sustain Iran's regional power aspirations or to maintain Iran's security in the stormy region. 39 After the cooperation failure in the 33 "Turkish, Russian, Iranian presidents to meet in Turkey in April," Hürriyet Daily News, February 20, 2018, accessed March 15, 2018, http://www.hurriyetdailynews.com/turkish-russian-iranian-presidents-to-meet-in-turkey-in-april-127599. 34 Ehteshami, "The Foreign Policy of Iran," 285. 35 Ehteshami, "The Foreign Policy of Iran," 304. 36 Ramazani, "Ideology and Pragmatism," 549. Afghanistan case, Iran had to go back to maintaining a balance of power. Due to regional isolation, lack of sufficient allies and confrontations with great powers, Iran felt compelled to start an alliance policy by turning attentions to common regional conflicts like the ArabIsraeli conflict and Israel's nuclear ambiguity.
40 With respect to alliances, sectarianism has provided the most functional basis. Through the Shi'a connection, Iran has managed to establish close ties with Iraq's Haidar al-Abadi government. By this alliance, Iran managed to oust U.S. control and became the champion of influence in Iraq. As for Syria, the existence of the al-Assad government is a strong element of Iran's balance of power framework. The alliance with Syria provides Iran with a strong fortress against the Saudi-led block, which supports the opposition forces in Syria. A similar balancing is also observable in Yemen, where the Saudi/Emirati military campaign is set against the Huthis supported by Tehran. The sectarian balance of power is easy to trace, particularly in Lebanese politics, where Iran remains influential through Hezbollah. Saudi Arabia has opened a front in Lebanon to eliminate Iranian influence by supporting and sponsoring the March 14 Alliance, which is known as an anti-Syrian coalition of political parties in Lebanon.
41
As for balancing the great powers, Iran has diplomatic relations with China and Russia; Iran shares similar strategic visions with both countries. However, the degree of engagement with China is not sufficient to create an anti-U.S. block. In Syria, Iran and Russia effectively cooperate to support the al-Assad regime. Still, it is unlikely that the cooperation extends to other conflicts, such as Yemen or Afghanistan. In Yemen, Russian-Iranian ties are strained over Iran's support for Houthis. In Afghanistan, the parties have divergent approaches to the inclusion of Taliban in the newly emerging political settlement.
Iran's FP options are narrowed by the regime's reliance on the strict principles of the Revolution. The innovative foreign policy approaches, like Khatami's Dialogue of Civilizations approach, had to bounce back to the rigidity of Mullahs as soon as they hit the counter reactions of especially great powers.
Intervening Variables: Translators of Stimuli into Foreign Policy
The confrontational FP of Iran is a product of various intervening variables. As would be expected, the clerical elite, the duality of the political system, the religious and revolutionary ideologies, the isolationist nationalism, the national resources and the economic conditions are factors that translate the international power distribution into foreign policy. In this context, the most prominent internal dynamics for Iran can be assessed under the titles of nationalism and ideology and as well as its complex decision making mechanism.
Nationalism
The link between nationalism and FP is a complex one, since it is not mono-directional. This study assumes that nationalism can shape FP in numerous causal ways, by affecting a state's perception of its environment, by interpreting the history or historical incidents, by motivating the state for certain aims or by creating subjective interpretations of power.
The Iranian leadership has reflected nationalism as an integral part of Iranian independence. Therefore, from Khomeini to Rafsanjani, Khatami, Ahmadinejad and Rouhani, all political figures have opted for incorporating nationalism into their FP. 42 The concept Iranism is the most all-encompassing approach and includes all elements from language to religion, ethnicity to history, culture and even geography. 43 This kind of a comprehensive concept helps when referring to different styles of Iranian leaders, who emphasize diverse aspects of Iranian corporate identity while addressing FP issues.
The history of informal imperialist domination and foreign interventionism that led to the 1953 Operation TP-Ajax has taught Iranian leadership a lesson: the governance has to preserve the regime from any kind of foreign involvement, especially Western influence. Nationalism functions in Iranian politics as a strict bearer of Iranian independence, a tool for non-submission. Pragmatism and nationalism are two elements of Iranian FP that are used alternately. Threats trigger nationalism; pragmatism is employed under stability and peace. Nationalism, in general, creates a confrontational approach against certain states. Concordantly, Iranian leaders keep labeling the U.S. as 'the great Satan' and Israel, 'the little Satan'. The existence of American troops in the Middle East, in Afghanistan and in Iraq has been causing distress. Additionally, during the nuclear talks with P5+1 group, the U.S. officials threatened Iran by often repeating that "all options are on the table" to solve the nuclear crisis. The more Iran feels their independence jeopardized, the bolder the nationalist discourse. In other words, Iranian nationalism is based on prudence; it is seen as the assurance of sovereignty and territorial integrity that are basic pillars of statehood. Iranian nationalism recognizes Iran's multiethnic character. Hence, Iranism is the widely employed nationalistic approach to ensure the loyalty of other ethnic groups. For instance, the rising Turkish nationalist tendency in Azerbaijan, under the governance of Elbulfez Elchibey, was perceived as a threat against Iran's territorial integrity. Iranism helped to shield the Turkish (Azari) population in Iran from Azerbaijani influence.
During the nuclear crisis, ambiguity over the true nature of Iran's nuclear program was harshly criticized all over the world. Ahmadinejad's take on these criticisms was that the West prevents Iran from bearing advanced technologies by overlooking it. He said, "the nuclear technology is ... the sort of technology that has been monopolized by a few countries and they want to maintain such a monopoly, and they want to use it as an instrument of domination over the whole world". 44 In other words, Ahmadinejad protected Iranian independence from Western domination of technology and economy.
Nationalism is treated as a flexible tool of Iran's FP; it is used in various cases like protecting Iran from manipulation by foreign forces, preserving Iran's territorial integrity or ensuring independence. Thus, nationalism is not referred in a singular manner like ethnonationalism or lingo-nationalism, secular nationalism or religious nationalism. Instead, it is employed pragmatically to address necessity. When it is utilized to facilitate relations with Central Asian states such as Afghanistan and Tajikistan, language is emphasized; when shielding the country against the Arab states, the Shiite feature is held up. Iranism enables the flexibility of foreign behavior to adjust against any possible case in order to defend the Islamic Republic. 42 Though, they disunite regarding the true nature of Iranian nationalism as a constituent of their foreign policy. The descriptions revolve mainly around references to the ancient past of Iran or Shiite Islam, and anti-imperialism/anti-U.S. sentiment/anti-Zionism. Some studies also embrace alternative concepts like race, language or geography. 
Theological and ideological influences
A revolution is, roughly described, a forcible overthrow of a government to establish a new one. Commonly, revolutions happen through a class struggle like a labor/peasant upheaval against an unjust governance of elites. However, the Islamic Revolution has a distinct character. It symbolizes a victory over imperialism. Ideological anti-Americanism lay at the heart of the revolution. 45 The Revolution treats America 'as an idea rather than a state.' 46 Ayatollah Khamenei defined the nature of the Revolution by saying "the Revolution uprooted the enemies' political position in the country … Well, the U.S. is now (…) angry with the Revolution of Iran because it was defeated by this massive, retaliatory movement".
47
Iran suffered from British Imperialism for a long time. Anti-Americanism is perceived as a general term to define the West as a monolithic Other. For a thorough break from dependent and west-inflicted exploitative politics, the Revolution popularized new terms such as 'westoxication' (gharbzadegi,), which is being infected by the West, its culture, economy and politics. The western influence is assessed as a disease, which spoils the cultural authenticity and sovereignty of Iran. The cure is 'westeradication' (gharbzeda'i.) 48 It is resistance to forceful western stimulus by nativism. It is the key to independence from the tyranny of oppressive neocolonialism.
Disassociation from the West did not bring a rapprochement with the East, be it Soviet influence or any alliance with the Middle East, Central Asia or Caucasus. Iran is ethnically, linguistically and theologically distinct from the rest of the Middle East. Furthermore, the inhabitants of the Persian Gulf have close ties with the U.S. Thus, Iran has distant relations with its neighbors to keep up the revolutionary principles. The interference traumas of the Pahlavi era have resulted in the formulation of the 'negative balance' doctrine. 49 It requires equal independence from eastern and western powers. 50 These ideals are obviously possible through self-reliance or self-sufficiency. According to Abrahamian, this policy creates an alternative development path, "a non-communist and non-capitalist road to development".
51
Economic independence is the key for political independence and regional influence. These values of the revolution are openly reflected in the constitution.
52
In the early years of the Revolution, Musavi and Rafsanjani implemented the aforementioned nativist values. 53 Particularly during the first years of the Revolution, Tehran employed the principle of non-alignment and non-participation in great power conflicts. Choosing a side would mean being in the influence zone of a foreign power. This would contrast sharply with the spirit of the Revolution. In order to build a 'global Islamic front' 54 against Western imperialism, idealism to export the regime has also gained weight.
Anti-Zionism is another significant knot in revolutionary Iran's ideological texture. Although Israel and Iran do not share any borders, their animosity stems primarily from Israel's close ties with the U.S. According to Tehran, Israel has the capability to influence Washington's policy on Iran. 55 Moreover, the Palestinian case represents the cause of the Revolution: to support the oppressed against the neocolonialists. Palestine is of both Arab and Sunni nature, yet Iran does not hesitate to provide support for it. Supporting Palestine is an opportunity to avert allegations on Iran's sectarianism, to create a common denominator with the Arab World and, as a power-projection-opportunity, to reprove the 'Judeo-Western political and cultural onslaught on the Muslim world.' 56 Post-revolutionary Iran, with its messianic Shi'ism, caused noticeable tensions with the Arab neighborhood. However, speaking on behalf of the Muslim world, supporting the common cause of Palestine and claiming to be the representative of Islam in the international platform created more tensions with the Arab Middle East, where 'Iran's identification with the Shia has also been a handicap, and has hampered its ability to reach and influence Sunni groups with any significant degree of effectiveness.' 57 The Israeli invasion of Lebanon in 1982 underwired Iran's stance vis-à-vis Israel. Iran found the chance to intervene in a country and establish contact with a Shia community. This created the opportunity to export its own regime and expand its range of influence, in addition to finding a chance to sharpen its enmity against Israel, and condemn Israel's actions and existence. Tehran considers Israel unlawful according to international law, and illegitimate due to its establishment pattern and settlements. 58 Moreover, it is an open enemy of the ummah, the Islamic society. Iranian leadership convicts Zionism for being a racist, exclusionary ideology. Then Zionism shall be opposed by all who values human rights. 59 The revolutionary ideology is incomplete without mentioning the theological component. Iran's Islamic identity is markedly sectarian, based on Shi'ism. The Shi'a identity is structured upon neither East nor West vision. Khomeini uttered that "the revolution was undertaken in the name of those dispossessed and oppressed by a corrupt and un-Islamic government". 60 Ali Shari'ati is the ideologue of the Revolution. He has produced his works by fusing modern socialism with traditional Shi'ism. 61 Shari'ati holds that resistance against imperialism is a teaching of Islam that we learn through the historical incident of Qarbala. Shari'ati listed the ills of contemporary Iran as "world imperialism, including multinational corporations and cultural imperialism, racism, class exploitation, class oppression, class inequality and gharbzadegi (intoxication with the West)". 62 Only by complete independence from all extraneous powers can Iran heal from these illnesses.
Both Sunni and Shia Islam accept the Mahdi concept; Shi'ism still politicizes it. Shi'a view supports that the world lacks justice. The return of the Mahdi will bring equity and order. Likewise, Iran wants to export its revolution to teach the rest of the Muslim world how to free themselves from imperialism in order to set a just system for their inhabitants. The export of the Revolution promises Iran a more conversant setting. Among the Sunni Arabs in the Persian Gulf region and secular Turkey, Iran could not extend its power or establish trustworthy ties to form alliances against the West.
Besides, Shi'ism facilitates Iran's transnational ties with Shi'a communities in Lebanon, similar to those in Iraq or Yemen. Those ties are veins of Iranian influence into Arab states for spreading the Revolution. Shireen Hunter asserts that Shi'a ideology makes a simple division: the oppressor and arrogant powers, and the oppressed and downtrodden nations". 63 Not only the U.S. and England are oppressors according to Iran, but also most Middle Eastern countries. The export of the Revolution would replace unjust and illegitimate governances with independent and equitable Islamic governances. 64 Resistance is the key for the salvation of oppressed communities. Yet Iran does not accept pursuing sectarian politics. For Tehran, their support for the cause of Sunni Palestine and Hamas is the proof of their nonsectarian FP.
Revolutionary ideology marked Iran's FP in the first years of the Revolution, and it made a come-back in the aftermath of the 9/11 attacks, when U.S. President Bush included Iran in the axis of evil. Bush announced that Iran is an ally of the terrorists, that it "aggressively pursues these weapons and exports terror" and sponsors terrorists, while "an unelected few repress the Iranian people's hope for freedom". 65 In order to balance against the U.S., Iranian leadership has gone back to the revolutionary ideals that remind the nation of anti-Westernism, anti-Zionism, third-worldism and anti-imperialism. Khamenei slammed the remarks of Bush, saying Iran "is proud to be the target of the hate and anger of the world's greatest evil, we never seek to be praised by American officials". In consistence with revolutionary principles, he accused America of opposing the will of people, opposing popular movements, supporting undemocratic regimes, selling lethal weapons and creating an unjust economic system.
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Conservatives are the major defenders and implementers of the classical ideological values of the Revolution. Pragmatists also stick to these values but they assume that revolutionary ideology is evolutionarily in line with Iran's interests and the international context. According to pragmatists, Iran is better off opting for an approach that reduces frictions with the U.S. for security, economic and political interests. 67 The intensity of the values depend on the cases Iran face. Ahmadinejad has escalated the ideological leverage in his rhetoric during the nuclear dispute through emphasis on "resistance, justice, and independence". 68 The Arab Spring uprisings have stimulated the ideology-oriented foreign policy from 2011 onwards. The Iranian leadership has interpreted the uprisings as 'Arab Islamic Awakening.' 69 Then again, during the nuclear negotiations and cooperation with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), Ahmadinejad adopted pragmatist elements to his policy. 70 The presidency of Rouhani from 2014 on seems to be more pragmatic than his predecessors; however, his 'prospects of policy change are constrained by internal barriers.' 71 His pragmatic FP is significantly limited by Khamenei, since he has the final say in critical decisions. Ramazani points out that "the spiritual pragmatic paradigm (…) has deep roots in Iran's diplomatic culture (…) these attributes have survived change and have influenced generations of Iran's foreign policymakers and diplomats and their negotiating style". 72 In a nutshell, the revolutionary ideology is a composition of Shia theology and antiimperialism that affects the FP in various intensities depending upon the international power distribution and Iran's perceptions of international phenomena. Mullahs, who have the last word in decisions, guarantee the ideology. Therefore, ideology cannot be downplayed and as soon as a threat emerges then the ideological FP gears up.
Complex decision making mechanism
The complex political system of Iran combines elements of democracy with the institutions of the Islamic Revolution. There is a major duality between the democratically elected president and the Velayat-e faqih. Iran's regime situates the parliamentary democracy under the ultimate authority of the faqih. The multiplicity of the state organs and the involvement of (elected or appointed) revolutionary bodies in various degrees of the decision making create the complexity. The actual head of state and commander-in-chief of the country's armed forces is the faqih. He is the ultimate authority and has the last word from national security in foreign policy issues. A natural constituent of democratic systems, transparency, is limited in Iran. Opaqueness was also the case under the single-person authority of the Shah. Milani states that after revolutions (like the French Revolution), a vacuum occurs in which power oscillates from one group to another. However, this vacuum did not occur in Iran, where 'Khomeini was the revolution and the revolution was he.' 73 Khomeini set the principles of the revolution and he left his mark on all FP actions until his death, from his support for the students that seized the U.S. Embassy to the war with Iraq. With respect to the Middle East region, especially the Persian Gulf, Khomeini called on them to free themselves from foreign (the Soviet) influences and "find safety under the security umbrella of Iran".
74 Khomeini did not hesitate to extend his aspiration "to create an Islamic-led international order". 75 The power sharing between the elected president and the faqih with respect to FP making is, as might be expected, controversial. The presidents bring their own foreign policy vision and agenda. They try to run their program without clashing with the ideals of the faqih. The framework drawn by the Revolution is a rigid one, which undermines the effectiveness of the individual FP agendas by the static ideology. The most visible clash was during the presidency of Ahmadinejad, who attempted to strike up a nuclear deal with the West; Ayatollah Khamenei sided with the opposition in the parliament. 76 As a result, challenging the permanent leader on a sensitive issue put Ahmadinejad into a bind. Ahmadinejad's collision with the revolutionary institutions has proven that, although elected governments implement their own FP agenda, they are still strictly bound by the predetermined ideology.
After the death of Khomeini, the constitution was revised in 1989 to clarify the offices and their duties and obligations. The revised constitution established two bodies: the Council for the Expediency of the System and the Supreme National Security Council (SNSC). The expediency council is appointed by the faqih. Its duty is to mediate and resolve conflicts between the parliament and the Guardian Council of the Constitution (GC). The duty of the GC is to evaluate the consonance of majlis decisions with Shia theology and revolutionary values. The SNSC appears as an organ central to FP decision making. According to the §176 of Iran's Constitution, the SNSC is established to 'safeguard the national interests and preserve the Islamic Revolution, the territorial integrity and national sovereignty.' The president, who also heads the council, appoints the Secretary of the SNSC. However, the approval of the faqih is necessary for SNSC decisions to go into effect. When Iran enters into international treaties, majlis holds the ratification power. However, the GC can veto all decisions of the majlis. The aforementioned expediency council arbitrates between the majlis and the GC; therefore, it has a behind-the-scenes role in foreign policy making.
During the presidency of Ahmadinejad, Ali Larijani headed the SNSC; he was accountable to the faqih and he was Iran's chief nuclear negotiator. As Larijani repeatedly underlined the peaceful character of the uranium enrichment program, Ahmadinejad's aggressive rhetoric against the West distressed the nuclear negotiations and discredited the reliability of Larijani's warrants over Iran's intentions. 77 As in this example, the dual voice of the Iranian state confuses their interlocutors, and divergent ideas are announced on sensitive issues.
The presidents are free to set their own FP agenda and style. They adjust the intensity of revolutionary principles on their own. The concentration of anti-Westernism in the rhetoric of, for example, Ahmadinejad and Khatami, are obviously different. Although both of them have called for a change in the U.S. relations, Khatami, as a reformist, called for repairing the mistrust with the U.S. by introducing the policy of Dialogue of Civilizations. 78 In his public talks, Khatami continued to emphasize the Islamic and revolutionary values and actually promoted "interfaith dialogue" and "faith based movements". 79 Conversely, the conservative president Ahmadinejad said that change is possible through an "effective policy shift by the U.S". 80 He has questioned the Holocaust, voiced suspicions regarding the operation against al-Qaida leader Osama-bin-Laden and called the 9/11 attacks fabricated facts.
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Iran's FP is primarily based on power and threat balancing. In this sense, threat perceptions play a significant role. The foremost concern of Iran is the preservation of the regime and territorial integrity. The key force in guaranteeing security is the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC; sepah-e pasdaran.) The Guard Corps emerged as a crowded military force during the Iran-Iraq War. In the aftermath of the war, it was downsized with expanded duties and economic opportunities. 82 The difference between the IRGC and the regular army is that the duty of the Guard is not limited to external threats; they are also responsible for ensuring the persistence of the revolutionary structure. The regular army is solely responsible for external threats; the army is known to be loyal to the Shah. 83 Therefore, the IRGC is established as a coup d'état prevention. Due to its double role in politics, the IRGC grew as one of the most powerful political players in Iran. They are strictly committed to revolutionary values. They fight against counter-revolutionary movements and gather intelligence about possible threats. The IRGC does not have a direct role in FP making, but it is an effective role. Formally, the Guardian Council evaluates bills and international agreements (among other items) for concordance with revolutionary values. 84 The IRGC is the main executor of revolutionary FP ideals. Recently, they have suppressed anti-Assad rallies in Syria. Other nations find their activities in the region suspicious. The IRGC is accused of having ties with terrorist organizations. Bush included Iran in the axis of evil due to claims that the Guards deliver help to al-Qaeda members and logistics to the Palestinian Authority. 85 The Guards' responses to threats and opportunities are reactive in nature. For instance, in return to the axis of evil speech, the Guards warned the U.S. of destroying "oil fields in the Persian Gulf, which produce much of the oil used by the United States" if it kept threatening Iran. 86 The IRGC runs the ballistic missile program and has conducted tests since the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) that the global community sees as provocative actions. Two test missiles were marked in Hebrew reading 'Israel must be wiped off the Earth.' The Guard states that Iran's right to defense cannot be limited and the tests have proven Iran's "full readiness to confront all kinds of threats against the Revolution, establishment and territorial integrity". 87 In other words, Iran is trying to sustain military balance with the U.S.
Moreover, the IRGC has an internationalist mission that aims to export Iran's revolutionary ideals via the Shia populations of the Shia crescent region to stretch Iran's influence through Iraq, Syria and Lebanon. The Quds Brigade of the IRGC is particularly active in projecting Iranian influence and supporting al-Assad's regime in Syria. The commander of the Quds Force has affirmed Iran's support for the Palestinian resistance movements.
88 The Quds Force is also known as Iran's primary apparatus to sponsor Hezbollah in Lebanon. Via the Quds Force, the IRGC has been conducting Iran's struggle with the West and extending the influence of Iran to Mediterranean shores via the Shia communities among MENA states. Therefore, the IRGC appears as a significant bearer of Iran's foreign policy in the region.
Concisely, Iran's FP is a product of a unique administrative apparatus that blends religious authority with democratic legislature officially, and military forces unofficially. The system of checks and balances functions in favor of authoritarian hierarchy instead of democratic transparency. The democratically elected representatives run their own FP until clerics perceive external threats; then they take over control. The military forces are the most influential body in threat assessment and response.
Conclusion
Iran is living in an instable geography and has the sophisticated goal of becoming a regional power. It is trying to produce a FP to materialize its regional aspirations while trying to produce defense policies against treacherous regional conditions. Those policies occasionally contradict one other. The government is trying to adjust the doses of religious ideology in response to national interests. The FP agenda is full of important items; international negotiations, economic expectancies, regional conflicts and the relations with the Western world are all part of the agenda. Today the president Rouhani is limited by the Supreme Leader, besides an unfavorable balance of power and regional impediments. The U.S. administration is critical of the nuclear deal; the IRGC keeps testing ballistic missiles despite international warnings. Moreover, Iran's rivalry with Saudi Arabia is heating through proxies. Comprehending Iranian foreign behavior in this chaotic picture requires a multilevel framework provided by neoclassical realism. This article maintains that Iran is merely a mission-oriented state with tremendous domestic and international security concerns. The regime has constructed a political system with little elbow room for the democratically elected representatives. This sensitive threat perception mechanism is run by fierce 'victimism' and independence motivations. The reactions are shaped via theological paths and nationalistic rhetoric. The elected representatives decide on their own FP agenda and style until a perceived hegemonic threat occurs that demands a response from the clerics, owners of revolutionary Iran.
